**World One Whispering Wharf**

**Siren Soundscape**
**MCFARLAND / FLETCHER AVE.**
MorePies presents ‘SIREN’ an immersive soundscape through time that brings the spirit of the river Foyle to life.

**Abyss**
**QUEENS QUAY CAR PARK**
It’s that time of year when there are ghostly tales to be told and the audience stretch their imagination to believe the stories that unfold.

**Portal Pathway**
**QUEENS QUAY**
A mist rolls in from the River Foyle, descending on the city with a ghostly hush. Shadows flicker against the buildings of the city and its people beckon the spirits of the other world.

**LegenDerry Food on the Quay**
**QUEENS QUAY CAR PARK**
LegenDerry Food will showcase a sample of the ever growing street food offering the city has to offer, while celebrating the best of locally produced ingredients.

**I’ve Got My Eye On You**
**ULSTER UNIVERSITY**
From zombies to robots, be prepared to be spooked this Hallow’e’en! Must be booked in advance.

**The Kraken**
**NWRC**
These spooktacular river monsters have been terrorising sailors on the Foyle for hundreds of years.

**Cailleach**
**NWRC**
With the chilling winds that rise from the sea to greet her, the quayside is a favourite haunt of the Cailleach, Queen of Winter, Goddess of the Cold and Winds. From a distance, she has a great beauty, a regal presence but as you get closer her appearance fades to reveal an old lady with a more sinister manner.

**Circle of Samhain**
**QUEENS QUAY**
As this other world reveals itself, shadows and forms take on new meanings, the play of light and dark heightens the sense that all is not as it seems.

**Vortex**
**QUEENS QUAY**
With the thinning of the Veil step through the Vortex, the annual pilgrimage of the Spirit World has awakened.

**The Kraken**
**QUAYSIDE**
These spooktacular river monsters have been terrorising sailors on the Foyle for hundreds of years.

**Siren Soundscape**
**CITY HOTEL**
MorePies presents ‘SIREN’ more immersive soundscapes through time that brings the spirit of the river Foyle to life.

**Ghost of Grainne Mhaol**
**RIVER FOYLE**
Grainne Mhaol pirate queen sails again!

See all events at derryhalloween.com/whats-on

**Approx. 1km (estimated 40min walking)**
Celestial Sound Cloud
HARBOUR SQUARE
An interactive digital sound and light sculpture inspired by cosmic clouds and nebulas - the clouds of dust and gases in which stars are formed.

Walter’s Windows
EXCHANGE HOUSE, QUEENS QUAY
Walter’s throne stands over the City of Bones and ghouls @ Habinteg.

Garden of Bones
PEACE GARDEN
Take a break (but not a bone break) at our Garden of Bones.

Heart of Samhain
GUILDHALL SQ. / WATERLOO PL.
Senses are stirred and taste buds are tingled as musical melodies hang in the cold autumn air. Taste tantalising treats and drink bewitching brews while a world of wonder unfolds before your eyes, the pathway to the otherworld is about to awaken!

Creepy Crawlies at the Wall of Terror
GUILDHALL SQUARE
A wall of terror (I’m A Celebrity) with unknown items behind each drawer... Creepy crawlies including snakes, bearded dragons, tarantulas and more...

Samhain Bandstand
HEART OF SAMHAIN
Armagh Rhymers & Live Music
The Rituals and Rhymes of these willow masked ancient mummers go back in time when the lines between the worlds are blurred, when the unimaginable can happen and where imagination is king.

Arachnobot
GUILDHALL SQ. / WATERLOO PL.
This giant spider, presumed to be extinct, returns for the first time to the 21st Century as the Derry Hallowe’en worlds awaken. Roaming the streets, looking for prey. Is anyone brave enough to say hello?

Walter’s Pet Snout
GUILDHALL SQUARE
Walter has brought along Snout, his giant dragon, to keep an eye on the City of Bones.

Jazz ‘n’ Bones
SHIPQUAY STREET
Get your groove on to some Jazzy music numbers!

Spark!
CITY CENTRE
Visually arresting, acoustically impressive..... Spark! This much-loved street theatre act brings magical live music, movement and light spectacular that captivates audiences, combining high impact drumming, dynamic choreography, playful characters and colourful lighting design.

City of Bones – Walter’s Wake
An unimaginable circus celebration for the city’s most beloved skeleton. Expect a bone-chilling concoction of circus, jazz, spectacle and surprises!

Light & Shade
by Reach Across
GARDEN OF REFLECTION
Light & Shade installation of some of the City’s most important Ghost & Ghouls.

St. Columb’s Cathedral & Cathedral School Sculpture Trail
ST COLUMB’S CATHEDRAL
Follow the illuminated trail of magical light sculptures by the work of Donegal Artists An Cosán Glas through the historic grounds of St. Columb’s Cathedral & Cathedral School.

Samhain at CCA
CCA, ARTILLERY ST.
Samhain, Spirit Worlds and Folklore Animation by Artist Shannon Patterson projected onto the Centre of Contemporary Art.

Haunted Illuminated Fire Station
HAWKIN ST. THE FOUNTAIN
City of Bones @ The Haunted Fire Station, as the windows are illuminated for a haunting.

Society Street Indoor Market
5 SOCIETY ST.
Free face painting and kids’ games, food and crafts stalls, Hallowe’en Photos and don’t forget the haunted basement.

Walter’s Windows
BISHOP ST. / NAILORS ROW
The windows of Alexander House will be transformed with some spooky shape shifting birds by residents and local artists.

Urban Villages
FREE DERRY CORNER, LECKY RD.
A bespoke Samhain animation created by local school children.

Ghost of Mary
LIZZIE O’FARRELL’S, WATERLOO ST.
Beware and watch out for the Ghost of Mary at the windows of Lizzie O’Farrell’s between 7pm & 10pm.

See all events at derryhalloween.com/whats-on
The Awakening
EBRINGTON SQUARE
A dazzling portal to the other world has opened. Witness ‘The Awakening’ as our ghosts and ghouls arrive.

2 Monster Hallowe’en Funfair
EBRINGTON
Scare yourself silly on the Ghost Train or a trip on the Panoramic Wheel! Lots of thrill rides and family attractions with rides for all ages.

3 The Forest of Shadows
ST. COLUMB’S PARK
(Upper Part of St. Columb’s Park Avenue to St. Columb’s Park House)
In the Forest of Shadows... Queen Morrigan will lure you in to her lair... But beware! Even the trees aren’t what they appear...

4 The Morrigan Awakens
ST. COLUMB’S PARK HOUSE & GREENWAY
North West Carnival Initiative presents ‘The Morrigan Awakens’ - a light based sculpture trial within St. Columb’s Park House and grounds, with installations of unique work created by individual artists and beacons of light created by community participants at workshops throughout the City and District.

5 Cosán Glas
NW GREENWAY
‘The Loinnir’ sculpture installations.

6 Mute Meadows
EBRINGTON
Columns transform into a gently animated field of light against the night time sky.

7 Duff Balloons
NW TRANSPORT HUB
Ryan Duff, balloon modelling master and world record holder! See Walter come alive.

See all events at derryhalloween.com/whats-on